**Assessment Committee - JHL College of Education**

**Agenda: September 11, 2020 @ 11am - 12:30pm**

“Be the Best at Getting Better Together!”

- Welcome

Dr. Newton welcomed everyone to the meeting.

- Assessment Day Debrief (ALL)

A quick debrief was held. Faculty liked the time to work within their programs. Faculty would like greater access to data prior to the Assessment Day.

- Assessment Handbook on the Website

The Assessment Handbook is complete and on the website.

- FY20-21 Assessment Goals (MN/ND)
  
  - Assessment Plan The Assessment plan will serve as the committee’s goals for the upcoming years.

- GAPSC Online Assessment PL (MN, ND)

The GAPSC is providing assessment PL. Let Dr. Newton know if you want access to the live training session. The PSC has indicated that each session will be recorded and will be available in the GaPSC portal.

- Advanced Dispositions Assessment (APDA) (MN)
  
  - Needs additional reliability testing

Faculty completed scenarios and additional testing is needed as reliability was low. After some discussion, the committee expressed its concern that the instrument needed to be tested on advanced candidates since it is a self-assessment.

- CAEP and GaPSC Updates (MN, ND)
  
  - Future of CAEP at GC?

The GaPSC has parted ways with CAEP. The possible implications were discussed and some of the AC members expressed concerns with staying with CAEP since there will be two review processes instead of one.

- Accreditation Plan of Action FY2021
Dr. Newton reviewed an accreditation timeline/action plan assuming that the college remains on track to complete CAEP accreditation.

- Committees to keep on working (Use WebEx/Zoom)

-edTPA:

- No requirement from the PSC to replace
- What can we use to replace edTPA data?
- EPSC and Teacher Liaisons can assist.

Consensus - let's hold off on an official replacement until after CAEP/PSC reviews. There was some discussion about using the existing TWS as a replacement, but that plan needs discussion.

-CAPS and PBDA (MN)

- Guidance provided to Teacher Liaisons (Meeting in August) (Reminder/FYI for the whole committee - the meeting was very helpful to get those in the field more engaged and informed.

- FEM for PBDA

The PBDA will be in the FEM. Dr. Newton reviewed access and answered questions.

- Other items of interest for the group

- Break into Departments to discuss any specific assessment issues


- DeClouette: PL&I

- Next meeting: October 9 at 11am (I will be out of town)

- Adjourn

JHL College of Education Mission:

The John H. Lounsbury College of Education innovatively and collaboratively develops and empowers educational professionals, P-12 communities, and the Georgia College community to promote diversity, equity, advocacy, and excellence in learning, teaching, service, and scholarship.